QSport MATRIX ‐ INDOOR SPORT
Indoor Sport ‐

SPORT

Key points ‐ consistent across
Sports

Training space Stage 2 Competition Stage 3 and
managing communal spaces
Size of Playing space ‐varied with Indoor sports operating
from commercial centres, community halls, schools and some
from dedicated sport clubs. All have indicate Management of
spaces utilising social distancing and complying with currentt
Health directives provided. All indoor sports have inputted via
teleconferencing, email and one on one calls within the Indoor
group and with their Boards and committees.Once approved
further education is required to pass the approved operational
guides down to grassroots volunteers. Some larger Indoor
Centres will be modifying their sport to participate in stage 2.
Most Indoor sports are totally driven by volunteers and have
completed these guides pressed by time however have
indicated their sport specific plan will be ready by the time
their sport is actionable in Stage 2 or Stage 3. Input to this
matrix not available. It requested from contact sports in stage
3 that distance requirements is eased to allow competition to
resume with social distancing observed outside play areas.

Aus. Karate
Federation of
Queensland

Stage 3 return to Play planned

Aus.Taekwondo
Queensland

•*Size of playing space ‐ 20m x 30m on average,
however some can be as small as 10m x 20m.
We have part time centres that use school halls /
community halls / PCYC centre's of an afternoon and
Full time centre's that run multiple sessions through out
the day in rented / owned commercial premises.

Total # participants ‐

Indoor Sports that have little detail in this space
have indicated they will comply with the minimum
participants allowed and have not submitted
reasons to increase numbers for sport specific
reasons.

# of Spectators and essential persons ‐ How are
they managed marshalling spacing etc.
Those Indoor sport operating in commercial or
community venues have indicated venue staff are
integral to this plan to return to sport and excluded from
the participation count (esssential persons to the
businesses). In most cases as indicated in each sports
plan the owners of the venues are monitoring the social
distancing, closing meeting points, excluding spectators,
managing entry and exit points and managing workplace
health and safety issues for their staff. Sport volunteers
working alongside to ensure their sport specific area
meets the requirements to keep their members covid
safe, managing head count and distance requirements
for each stage of return to play.

•*Total # of par cipants ‐ This can range be
All centre's have designated seating for Parents / siblings.
between 1 ‐ 30 excluding the instructors.
Normally it is only one Parent / Carer per child
•*# par cipants per playing space/zone ‐ In most
participant.
cases the class would be split after a warm up into
2 ‐ 3 groups occupying the same play space. ‐. It is
our recommendation that the Instructors be
treated as essential persons and excluded as the
majority of our Instructors are Club owner /
operators. Without the Instructors, there are no
classes which by definition means they are
essential.

Hygiene Measures

How overlap eliminated

Record keeping mention

. Hygiene protocols distributed by national/state sporting
body will be adopted by organisation including:
‐Availability of hand sanitiser at entry/exit points to
venue and elsewhere (may be provided by facility/venue
manager)
‐Protocols for sanitising stations, sanitising shared
equipment
Cleaning standards – increase regular cleans and frequent
wiping of high touch surfaces.
–Displaying posters outlining relevant personal hygiene
guidance.
–Avoiding shared use of equipment.
–Provide suitable rubbish bins with regular waste
disposal.
–Guidelines for sanitisation and cleaning of Organisation
facilities. A COVID Safe Coordinator or Bio Hazard Officer
is allocated to each session to take responsibility of
completing the cleaning requirements before the next
group arrives. ‐ Each sport indicated a routine and
monitored schedule of cleaning all frequently touched
surfaces particular to their zone. The Hygiene measures
overseen by a Covid‐safe or Bio‐hazard Officer for the
sport for each schedule of players and support personnel.
Change rooms and Showers are to remain closed.
(https://www.safeworkaustralia.gov.au/covid‐19‐
information‐workplaces/industry‐information/general‐

Each sport has engaged a strategy of
providing guidelines required to venue
staff or volunteers to supervise all Entry
and Exit points to eliminate gatherings ‐
the number of persons and the booking
methods employed gove ‐ e.g. multiple
zones timelines staggered ‐ Groups/zones
separated ‐ describe how choke and
gathering points are managed

Individuals name, contact number ‐ length of Where possible the Indor Sport officials oversee the activity
of sport operating in a variety of premises. Some Indoor
time captured ‐ system used ‐ sign in/out
sports are not in charge of the environment they operate in
sheets and timeline of activity and
and will make the necessary checks and measures to keep
separation of roles of volunteers monitoring their participants safe iin their zone. In some cases providing
at entry or venue staff recording participants ‐ the venue operators with guides as conditions of their
coach takes role or others indicated in sport involvement at the premisis and in others not participating
until the sport is in control of the numbers of participants and
specific Covid safe plans.

All Taekwondo centre's are set up as individual Businesses Part time centre's will normally only run
so they will supply their own sanitisers and are currently the one afternoon session ranging from 1
following the recommendations from the government
hour to 1 and a half hour's. Full time
and our National body in relation to social distancing.
centre's normally have a 30min change
Some have even gone as far as temperature checking on over between classes and will use the
arrival.
same entry and exits.

Comments

essential persons return at a stage of return to play they are
comfortable with. Some larger sports finding it not viable to
operate at all until Stage 3 at the earliest. Those sports
without detail in this matrix will have their covid safe plan in
place prior to returning to sport and within the participants
limits advertised at each stage.

Full times centre's normally have a reception
desk where the participant gets their name
marked off and / or pay. Part time centre
are much the same with out the manned
reception desk

As Australian Taekwondo Queensland is not a
sports governing body (we are a State sporting
organisation) we can only make recommendations to our
members in line with our National Body and
government regulations.

Basketball
Queensland

A basketball court is 28m X 15m with a 2m run‐off around the
court. Stadium varied in size from one court (generally school
halls to 15 courts (Carrara Indoor Sports facility). Most usable
stadiums would be 3 to 5 courts.

Boxing
Queensland

Non contact activity in Gyms occuring in accordance with
guidelines published. Sport return Stage 3 or later as sport
requires Doctors at each event and not possible during
restrictions.
Venues vary in size from 100m2 to2000m2 ‐ Darts operates in
commercial venues and stand alone venues‐ ‐ venues working
in partnership with the Owners have taken on separation of
areas and closing communal spaces where gatherings are likely
to occur, complying with covid safe business and supplied
sport checklists ‐ Stage 2 Darts as a non contact sport, type of
activity is unrestricted ‐ some venues will be able to
accommodate more than one zone of 20 persons ‐ large
centres. Majority would need to maintain numbers at 20 due
to size of venue to mainatin social distancing. Distance gaps
(one vacant board, increased playing areas ) or barriers
(room separators) separating each group. ‐ separate entry
and exit points for each group would need to be arranged for
each venue. Stage 2 would only be availabe for stand alone
venues, no bar services at all. Stage 3 x100 per group for
Competition , venues will need to ensure board spacing,
increased playing areas and additional removal of tables and
seating behind each baord with a 3 metre spacing between
tables and limited chairs. Venues are at times used for other
functions and would need to comply overall to numbers to
each area as required.

Queensland
Darts

Gymnastics
Queensland

Management of spaces by utilising floor markings etc Playing
space ‐ Varies from 700m2 up to 1800m2. The floor plan
attached is for a relatively small gymnastics club & shows the
flow of people through the venue . Majority of clubs are over
900sqm & have more entries and exit points ‐ Each zone will
be separated by physcial barriers such as bollards & rope
and/or spotting boxes (large heavy boxes), each piece of
equipment/activity station in each zone is positioned at least
1.5m apart, large sprung floor divided into zones, limited
number of gymnasts and coaches per zone, floor markings to
indicate 1.5m in each zone including the waiting areas and
bathrooms. One person per bathroom at one time (only used
if required)

Handball
Queensland

Stage 3 return to Play planned

•12 par cipants per court if the courts side by side.
This would apply to groups of courts in separate
areas of the stadium where the areas are divided by
a permanent wall or removable barrier such as a
drop‐down curtain at least 1.8m high.
•For single courts separated by a permanent wall,
removable barrier such as a drop‐down curtain at
least 1.8m high or in a separate area within the
stadium the maximum is 20 per court.
•Staﬀ required to manage the stadium are in
addition these numbers in Stage 2.

•Appointment of Bio‐Safety oﬃcer at each
venue to ensure COVID‐19 restrictions are
complied with ensuring groups quickly
vacate the court on completion of a game,
ensure a team cannot enter the court until
it is vacant
•Par cipants and oﬃcials cannot enter the
court area earlier than the designated
time
•20 minute gap between sessions
•Separa on of the entry and exit

The Biosafety office to record entry and exit
of participants in a register which records the
Name, Address, phone number and email
address of participants.

Stage 2 ‐20 Max‐ covid safe plan in place for all
clubs and approved by governing body. All
Committee members having completed Education
and trainng . Barriers or separation of distance
(one board vacant) giving a distance of 3 metres
between boards plus essential persons. Spectators,
Coaches, Carers and parents are all included in the
head count for each group.1 parent for each child
will be counted as required as will be 1 carer for
each person with a disability in stage 2 and 3 as
these persons will be in the playing area and
concourse. Parents / Carers / Coaches: Parents,
carers and coaches all counted same as spectators.
Stage 2 will only be available to stand alone venues.
Stage 3 overall head count to include
Coaches/Parents/Carers and staff.

Each venue will complete a register all persons coming
into the facility ‐ including essential support persons and
participants, log provides for contact name and number
as well as date of attendance.

Participants Per zone Stage 2 ‐ The minimum for
the smallest venues would be ‐ 60 persons ‐
Waiting/Viewing Area ‐ Parents ‐ 10 (80sqm),
Sprung floor zone ‐ 10 (144m2), Beams Zone ‐ 10
(115m2), Vault & Tumbling Zone ‐ 10 (144m2),
Parallel Bars, Rings & Pommel Zone ‐ 10 (108sqm),
Men & Wmn High Bar Zone ‐ 10 (99m2) Other
venues would allow a minimum density of 4m2 per
person per zone.
Stage 3 ‐ The
minimum for the smallest venues would be 120 ‐
Waiting/Viewing Area ‐ Parents ‐ 20 (80sqm),
Sprung floor zone ‐ 30 (144m2), Beams Zone ‐ 30
(115m2), Vault & Tumbling Zone ‐ 20 (144m2),
Parallel Bars, Rings & Pommel Zone ‐ 10 (108sqm),
Men & Wmn High Bar Zone ‐ 10 (99m2) . Other
venues would allow a minimum density of 4m2 per
person per zone. Staff running the venue would be
outside of the numbers quoted above.

As per the floorplan a gymnastics club is
Waiting areas for parents & gymnasts located outside of All clubs to follow the Club Surface & equipment
the gymnastics training area with physical barriers such as cleaning guidelines developed by Gymnastics Australia's divided into zones with physical barriers. A
separate entry and exit point will be
a fence/gate/door/wall or bollards & rope. Access to
Chief Medical Officer ‐ Dr Kath Yu ‐
training zones restricted to gymnasts and coaches only. https://www.gymnastics.org.au/uploadedfiles/Club_Surfa established for each zone and the venue
and the coach will ensure the schedule of
Coaches call for & then escort gymnasts to their floor
ce_and_Equipment_Cleaning_Guidelines.pdf .These
movement between zones eliminates
marking on the sprung floor to prepare for the class to
detailed guidelines outline how to clean different
overlap. Club venues can have multiple
start. Coaches to ensure 1.5m is kept in waiting areas, 1 surfaces and equipment including cleaning frequencies
per bathroom to eliminate overlap (change
and what to do following a suspected or confirmed case entry and exit points due to fire safety
requirements. See floorplan for flow of
rooms/showers closed). Coaches & Staff oversee the
of COVID‐19. It is imperative that the athlete/coach
training area and zones to eliminate group overlap &
sanitises the relevant body part that comes into contact groups through venue Classes/training is
staggered with allocated time periods for
ensure appropriate cleaning is completed between
with the apparatus both before and after using the
groups & sessions. Designated & separate exit and entry apparatus. ‐Open windows and doors to assist with air each group in each zone. This means
points into & out of venue to eliminate overlap. Coaches circulation within the club.Foam pits should be closed. If groups will move from one zone to the
to keep their group 1.5m apart at all times. Coach to
necessary for safety foam pits should be covered with a next at different times and enter and exit
at different times to avoid 'choke' points &
ensure each gymnasts stays in their group. One parent
tarpaulin (or something similar) and then a 10cm PVC
gathering. This eliminates overlap & is
per particpant.
mat placed on top of this tarpaulin for the gymnast to
coordinated by a detailed schedule that
land on, to minimise foam and microscopic particles
flying around. Remove foam cubes & disinfect the vinyl the coach/staff control. When moving
from one zone to the next there are
base & pit padding prior to use. After each turn clean
the PVC matts & tarpaulin with disinfectant. Damp mop allocated sections which people walk
with disinfectant on all surfaces & wipe down any high through to ensure safety of eveyrone.
These "walkways" ensure 1.5m distancing.
touch points with disinfectant. Small handheld
equipment not to be shared. Sanitise hands before and Equipment & appratusses in the club will
after using equipment/apparatus. Signage placed inside & be moved to ensure at least 1.5m distance
outside of the gym. Each gymnast to provide their own between them. Parents of older children
asked to wait in cars or outside of the
chalk bag & chalk. No sharing of chalk under any
circumstances or the use of communal chalk bins. Chalk venue 1.5m apart.
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All gymnasts who participate are members
of the affiliated club & are pre‐booked into
classes (either online or via phone). When a
gymnast arrives their attendance is recorded
on an ipad or paper, information captured
includes date, time arrived, group, how they
feel. When the class is finished a finish time is
added. These records are then kept in the
club. The coach to ensure all gymnasts are
signed in and out. Class/ traning group
composition should remain the same each
week/session (ie the same gymnasts should
be grouped together each week/session and
be coached by the same coach each
week/session)

Parents/Carers/Spectators may only be present during
Stage 2 if the total number of participants does not
exceed the maximum permissible under the COVID Safe
Plan.

•Par cipants to bring their own basketballs and must
sanitised prior to use – signs to be provided and displayed
to demonstrate how to do this.
•Par cipants encouraged to bring to and use a personal
towel and drink bottle during games to minimise bodily
fluids on the court/ game equipment and reduce the
amount of person‐to‐person transfer of bodily fluids.
•All transac ons to be cash free
•Non‐Essen al services ‐ changerooms, referee rooms,
canteens, public water fountains, general seating areas
must remain closed or roped off to the general public in
accordance with the relevant Stage.

Spectators / parents are not allowed to interact with
any student including their own child / sibling.
Darts Queensland has a Covid safe plan for our sport
available in readiness for Stage 2 and Stage 3 compliance
and distributed amongst venues, associations,
committees and members.

Any activity within a class/training which could have
physcial contact occur such as spotting will not be
allowed in stage 2. No gymnastics competitions in QLD
will be held until at least October. Gymnastics classes are
delivered by paid & educated coaches who are trained on
safety. Strict measures are always in place at clubs to
ensure safety of participants as injuries can occur. 95% of
gymnasts are children. Only one group of athletes to be
at the apparatus at one time. No sharing of personal
equipment, Any pre /post training should be completed at
home. Each club should develop a process on how to
quickly notify health authorities,
participants/athletes/parents/carers and Gymnastics
Queensland of issues or a suspected COVID‐19 case and
ensure all staff and coaches know this process.provide
optional PPE for staff members i.e. disposable gloves and
masks. Vulnerable groups including those who are
immunocompromised or have current medical conditions,
including respiratory conditions, should strongly consider
whether they attend training or classes. Guidelines
including detailed cleaning procedures have been
developed in conjunction with Dr Kathy Yu ‐ Chief Medical
Of Gymnastics Australia. Place signage or display on
screens in and outside of your club to remind visitors to
not enter your club if they are unwell or have COVID‐19
symptoms. GQ staff and technical members will monitor
the implementation of all social distancing and hygiene

Ice Skating
Queensland

Acacia Ridge 1560m2
Stage 2 ‐ Stage 3
14 Skaters @ 110m2 / skater
20
50
Boondall 1800m2
20
50
14 Skaters @ 120m2 / skater
6 coaches will have access to the facilties with no access
granted to the ice surface. They will be assigned a position on
the barrier in the rink for them to conduct their coaching.

Queensland
Judo

Judo Training Spaces will be configured (marked out) to
maintain physical distance.
Spectators will segregated from players and laso be required
to maintain mandatory physical distance.

Stage 2:
access has been restricted to skaters who are able to
manage their own affairs. Parents will not have access to
the rink and will drop skaters off and vacate the facility
fully.
Stage 3:
Skater and coach number will be increase to 50 not the
100 allowed. Parents will be granted access to the facility
up to the allowed 100 and will be assigned seating for the
duration of their childs session.they will vacate the
premises immediatley upon completion of the session

Maximum 20 partipants including parents, support Parents/Carers/Spectators may only be present during
or coach staff.
Stage 2 if the total number of participants does not
exceed the maximum permissible under the COVID Safe
Plan.

Skaters will not have access to shared equipment.
Session have been restricted to comply with social
distancing rules. Santising stations will be strategically
placed along with advertising material promoting good
hygiene practices. The processes adopted for stage 2 will
be monitored and improved as required for stage 3.

All session have been scheduled with a
30 minute time break between sessions.
Participants will arrive through one entry
and exit via another.

All skaters will register via an online
booking system. Only skaters who have
booked in for the session will be granted
access. This list will be printed and a roll call
completed prior to access to the rink being
granted. No name on the list no skate.

•Hand sani sers required at entry and exit and during
breaks.

•Appointment of Bio‐Safety oﬃcer at each
venue to ensure COVID‐19 restrictions are
complied with ensuring groups quickly
vacate the court on completion of training

The Biosafety office to record entry and exit
of participants in a register which records the
Name, Address, phone number and email
address of participants.

•Areas where people may gather, or lines may occur will
be marked clearly to encourage participants to follow
Social Distancing ‐ 1.5m spacing.
•Par cipants encouraged to bring to and use a personal
towel and drink bottle during games to minimise bodily
fluids on the mats and reduce the amount of person‐to‐
person transfer of bodily fluids.

•15 to 20 minute gap between sessions
•Separa on of the entry and exit of groups
in the case of multiple sessions

•All transac ons to be cash free
•Non‐Essen al services ‐ changerooms, referee rooms,
canteens, public water fountains, general seating areas
must remain closed or roped off to the general public in
accordance with the relevant reactivation level.

Queensland
Squash

Minimum size: 6.4m x 9.75m = 62.4m2
Stage 2 and Stage 3- 2 people in each zone Max 6 - Spectators - minimal Spectators counted in the limit of 20 Players use personal equipment
separated by walls
in stage 2 and in the 100 in Stage 3
Stage 2: 20 capacity
Max 4 ppl per zone (court) - normally only 2 ppl
Stage
3 Max 6 ppl per zone (court)
Stage 3
Minimal To be counted with Total of 100 Each playing space
separated by solid walls (either block or glass)

Queensland
Badminton

"Playing zone" is 81.801sqm (ie. a court)
Venue sizes vary but are often 3, 4, 8, or 10 courts.

Stage 2: 20 in total at a venue.
Stage 3: Depends on what is permitted by the
restrictions. Most clubs are around 40‐50
members.
Stage 2:
Minmum people sitting "off court". ie. 12 people
on court, 8 off court (if doubles is permitted, else 6
on and 14 off).
Both Stages:
4 players per zone (if doubles is permitted, else 2
players per zone).
Minimal number of organisers (around 2 for the
venue), will mean 18 players.
No access to changing rooms, water stations,
offices etc

Queensland
Billiards and
Snooker

Indoor Sport Industry plan received ‐ assumed return to
sport at Stage 3. Volunteer unable to input at the time
of this submission.

Any spectatars, parents etc which be taken out of the
number allowed by the restrictions in effect at the time.
Generally spectatars etc will not be allowed (there's no
need for them to be there)

Each court has separate entry point and
numbers do not present problems keeping
distance on entry or exit

Difficult to determine exact measure required as schools Will have separate entry and exit points
and other council facilities may provide cleaning services to the venue.
(mute point if schools are not hiring to third parties).
Generally zone (ie. courts) are separated
Everything will be cleaned as per the recommended
enough and players won't be allowed to
guidelines.
"wonder about" the venue.

Only members will be allowed to
participated (in all Stages).
Online booking system will be used (some
clubs may do phone or email bookings). No
"walk ins" will be allowed.

People will bring their own water and equipment. Only Do not forsee any bottlenecks.
Attendance sheets will record time in/time
"shared" euipment is the shuttle which will be limited to a
out.
single court (ie. zone) and disposed of when finished.
Staggered times won't not be needed but
can be easily catered for.

We really need to know if doubles play is permitted in
Stage 2. If no then we predict only a handful of clubs will
run.
Also, if school hall continue to be unavailable throughout
Stage 2 (and possible Stage 3) then 95% of our clubs can
not open. This will have a massive ongoing effect going
forward into 2021.
If our largest club can not operate in Stage 2 (ie . the 10
court venue) then it is likely they will fold. This will cause
the sport to lose two thirds of their membership. Other
clubs will nt be able to pick up the lost members as they
were already at capacity, will have to cater for their own
existing members and may not even be able to run in
Stage 2 or Stage 3 due to a lack of school halls being
available.

Qld Fencing

Venue sizes vary from 58m2 to 700m2 Floor spacing will be
marked by tape on the floor; seating will be removed; bollards
may be used to create barriers by one club. Many of our clubs
have no control over communal spaces or shared facilities
such as toilets, change rooms, or waiting areas.

Only those clubs offering non‐contact fitness and
footwork can resume in Stage 2 subject to
approval by NSO. This will be a maximum of 20
(including the coach)

Stage no spectators are allowed; Stage 3 we advise clubs
to discourage spectators at training but if they must be
there then max 1 parent per child (this will reduce the
number of participants allowable in the activity by the
number of spectators present); no spectators will be
allowed at any competition when they resume for the
foreseeable future; when they are allowed back they will
be seated in designated areas away from the
competition space at 1.5m apart.

Suspension of handshake rule; no shared equipment; all
masks, gloves, bodywires, groin and breast plates and
weapons must be disinfected prior to and after use;
uniforms must be freshly laundered; fencing bags must
remain well away from training space and are requird to
be sprayed with disinfectant every session; sanitising
stations will be implemented; no shared drinking or food
sources allowed; minimum 1.5 m must be maintained
between participants at all times; all scoring equipment
must be disinfected after use; coaches will be responsible
for ensuring strict infection control and hygiene
proceedures are maintained in their clubs. Cashless or
non‐contact payment systems to be implemeneted in all
clubs. No canteen facilities to be offered at any fencing
event or training . Anyone showing any symptoms of the
virus are not to attend (even if it just turns out to be a
head cold it is better to err on the side of caution).

Clubs have designated entry and exit
points. Clubs with only one access door
will be required to implement an
entry/exit process that maintains 1.5m
between people at all times. Clubs who
offer multiple sessions will be required to
have an minimum 1/2hr spacing between
sessions in order to fully clean the area
and equipment and allow participants to
enter or leave without mixing groups.

All clubs are required to document every
person who enters their venue ‐ name, age,
time in/out, phone number, email. Sheets
have already been distrubuted to all clubs.

Queensland
Ice Racing

Planning to return Stage 3 However earlier return to
Sport is dependant on Ice Rinks operating and if
returning Stage 2 will operate 20 or less.

Stage 2, a maximum total of 20 persons. Stage 3 a
mximum total of 40 persons

Only skaters able to manage their own equipment and
fitment permitted. Parents to drop skaters at the car park
and vacate the facility. Parents will not be allowed access
to the rink.

Saters Must provide their own equipment, no equipment
sharing is pemitted. After each session all clothing must
be laundered, all personal equipment sanitized. Barrier
impact mats to be sanitized after completion of each
training session. Sanitizing stations and hygeine advisery
material will be strategically placed.

There will be a scheduled 30 minute break
between rink sessions. Particpants will
have separated arrival and departure
pathways.

All paricipants to give prior notification to
their club secretary of their intention to
attend. A full list of attendees will be
maintained. No spectators or visitors will be
permitted.

Queensland
Indoor Bowls

Smaller Clubs will be operating in Stage 2
with 20 or less participants following
recommendations from SSO, However
most Associations/Clubs will be returning
in Stage 3 or later.

Queensland
Weightlifting

Size of sport area varies venue to venue. This will govern the Stage 2 ‐ 20 persons maximum ‐ where space
maximum number of participants they can accommodate.
allows for the 4m x 4m requirement.
Stage 3 ‐
Communal areas of showers and water fountains to be
resumption of competition. Separate competition,
cordoned off and marked "closed". No presentation of athletes spectator and warm‐up areas. All being spaced for
ceremony at commencement of competition sessions. Medal social distancing and 4m x 4m requirment.
presentation ceremonies to only include the 3 place getters
Maximum of 100 people. Spectator numbers
and social distant podium markers. EG 3 separate weight discs. monitored by limiting seating availability.
All elements of this matrix continuing into Stage 3

Essential persons limited to coaches ‐ typically
maximum of 2 in a weightlifting club.
Social distancing between coach and athlete designated
by platform area. 1 parent per athlete where necessary
to be included in total numbers of 20 and to be kept
socially distant from other gym users. Stage 3 ‐
competition practices made COVID Safe. Marking of
waiting area for weigh‐in ‐ 1.5m increments. Marshall
table ‐ 1 coach only at a time and provide own pen. Area
in front of scoreboard marked at 1.5m intervals for easy
reference by attending coaches; marking of 1.5m on
benches/distancing of single chairs in competition
platform waiting area.

Prominent display of COVID Safe poster at entry
point/points, along with supply of hand sanitiser,
Education prior to return to training on cleaning
requirments and methods, including the adoption of:
"Get in, Train, and get out". 1 person per platform
unless shared with member of household; taking into
account maximum of 20 people in an indoor facility.
Each platform to have it's own designated set of
equipment ‐ bar and weights, squat racks, cleaning
equipment. NO sharing of equipment between
platforms. Athletes will be required to clean the
equipment on their platform at the end of their training
session Single seating for athlete use in the training
venue to be socially distanced from fellow members.
Athletes will be required to bring their own drink bottles
and additional supplies of water. Water fountains or ice

Designated training times introduced and Individuals name & contact no. ‐ platform
strictly adhered to. Where possible
number, length of time of visit, captured.
different entry & exit points are used ‐
Sign in/out sheets to be entered and kept by
Where shared entry/exit point ‐ floor to coach. This will assist in ensuring maximum
be marked to show direction of foot
numbers are not exceeded and remove the
traffic 1.5m social distancing floor
need for sharing items if indivuals were
markings leading to entry points ‐
required to sign in. Encourage all members
Stage 2 ‐ existing members only . NO walk‐ to have COVID Safe app active on their
ins ‐Stage 3 ‐ new members can be
phones.
allowed in the training environment as this
fits in with club scheduling. Stage 3
Competitions ‐ scheduling of weigh‐ins and
sessions to eliminate overlap of sessions,
and allow for cleaning between sessions.

machines NOT to be in use. Sauna's and plunge pools NOT to
be used. Cordon off and display a sign to this effect. NO
shared chalk bowls. Athletes to manage their own supplies
for training and competition.

Skate
Queensland

Play area as per floorplan in Indoor Sport Covid Plan submitted Skate is a non contact sport ‐ 20 people or less in All training to comply with social distancing.
‐ venues have varied size play areas.
Stage 2 ‐ contact list of persons available on
request ‐ social distancing markers ‐ cones provided
when standing still.

Venue has sanitisers available on site. Club to also
provide sanitisers and anti‐bacterial wipes as required ‐
members advised to wash hands frequently, cough into
elbow. All equipment sound system/ipad and any
communical tools wiped down. Members showing signs
of flu systems asked to leave immediately. no sharing of
water bottles, food or any items between sessions

Schedules of times skaters are able to be
at the venue to ensure we meet number
requirements

Names of skaters available on request.
Details captured in booking schedules.

Competition space in fencing is vastly different to a
training space ‐ an area of 21m x 5m is required for each
piste competition area (usually 6 ‐ 9 pistes are used in
competitions). Only the fencers in a bout and the match
referee will be allowed in this space during a competition.
Podium ceremonies will no longer take place. DT and
medical will be limited to one resource only. No entry to
these spaces unless specifically required.
Immunocompromised fencers should reconsider
whether it is in their own health interests to compete and
this decision should be made with relevant medical
consultation. Any person who has been overseas in the
past 14 days, is waiting for test results, is subject to self‐
isolation conditions or any other measure deemed
necessary by the relevant government or medical
authority is not allowed at the venue

Sport Climbing
Queensland

1) Liquid Chalk ‐ If SCQ were to run an event, all
competitors would be required to use liquid chalk prior to
each attempt at the climb. Liquid Chalk would be required
to be, at a minimum, 60% alcohol, thereby acting as a
sanitiser. There is currently research occurring in Victoria
on the effect of Liquid Chalk on Coronavirus. SCQ would
ask competitors to provide their own liquid chalk where
possible, however we would also source a large enough
amount (either through sponsorship or purchase) to
cover competitors who can't provide their own.
2) Climbing Holds ‐ The climbing holds for a competition
are placed by professional routesetters in the days prior
to a competition. SCQ would ensure that all routesetters
use adequate PPE (masks, gloves, hand sanitiser) in the
lead up to the events. It's not viable for holds to be
washed between climbing attempts, however we believe
that with the use of liquid chalk, this risk is minimised.

Table Tennis
Queensland

Sport Climbing Queensland only runs events. Currently, SCQ
does not think it is viable to run an event in the near future.
This is because we require apx. 120 competitors to break even
on events, and neither Phase 2 or 3 would allow this.
Playing space:
Court size 12m x 6m
No doubles given social distancing. Venues vary from 5
tables to 20 tables. But we will be recommending just 20 max
per entire venue for stage 2

Stage 2:
20 max per entire venue
Stage 3:
100 max per entire venue

Tenpin Bowling
Queensland

Venues vary in size from 1000m2 to 4000m2 ‐ Tenpin
operates in commercial venues ‐ venues working in
partnership with the SSO have taken on separation of areas
and closing communal spaces where gatherings are likely to
occur, complying with covid safe business and supplied sport
checklists ‐ Stage 2 Tenpin as a non contact sport, type of
activity is unrestricted ‐ some venues will be able to
accommodate more than one zone of 20 persons ‐ large
centres ( 20 ‐ 24 lanes) having 3 zones 20x20x20 other centres
(8 ‐ 18 lanes)one or two 20x20 zones also determined on
venue floor plan and effective separation of zones to maintain
social distancing. Sport using timelines available within the
commercial booking arrangements. Distance gaps or barriers
(room separators) separating each group. ‐ separate entry
and exit points for each group easily managed as the layout of
all tenpin centres are linear.
Stage 3 x100 per
group for Competition large centres will be able to
accommodate 2 zones of 100 ‐ and other centres operating 1
zone.
Tenpins
sports services to schools will resume when school term
bookings resume according to Dept of Education guidelines.

Volleyball

Volleyball court is 18m*9m with minimum free zones of 3m Training in stage 2 and 3 ‐ 17 participants
is 360 sqm. Volleyball courts in sports halls, outdoor centres comprising 14 players with 3 coaches, a participant
or on beach will have a minimum distance between courts of 8 density is 21 sqm pp in a court of 18m*9m court
metres or have a dividing net. Dependent on the venue, the
with minimum free zones of 3m i.e. 360 sqm.
netting or spacing can be parallel to sidelines, endlines or both. Playing in stage 3 ‐ 31 participants if maximum
Substitute player benches will be removed from the side of players (24), coaches (4) & officials (3) are involved,
the court to facilitate participant spacing and minimise
a participant density of 11.6 sqm pp based on an
cleaning between matches. Communal spaces (changerooms 18m*9m court with minimum free zones of 3m i.e.
etc) and facilities (bubblers) will be closed with only
360 sqm. This is the maximum density as in most
bathrooms available for use.
cases fewer substitute players are selected.

Stage 2 and 3: Essential commercial venue Staff not
to be counted‐ Mechanics to drive machinery and
Centre staff to man Hygiene and Record keeping
stations on behalf of the business and the sport will
not be counted. Stage 2 ‐ 20 x 20 x 20 large venues
plus essential persons. Medium venues 20 x 20 plus
essential staff and smal venues 20 persons plus
essential staff. Spectators, Coaches, Carers and
parents are all included in the head count for each
group.1 parent for each child will be counted as
required as will be 1 carer for each person with a
disability in stage 2 and 3 as these persons will be
in the playing area and concourse. Parents / Carers
/ Coaches: Parents, carers and coaches all counted
same as spectators. School services activity: No in
school sport services activity included Stage 2 ‐
Stage 3 we are awaiting Dept of Education
instructions.

Any competitors who feel unwell or refuse to meet these
measures would of course not be allowed to compete. I'd
When events are to be held again, limitations on
also like to add that currently, SCQ does not think it is
spectators will be considered in line with health directions viable to run an event in the near future. This is because
and restrictions at that time in particular social distancing we require apx. 120 competitors to break even on events,
requirements.
and neither Phase 2 or 3 would allow this.
Recommending 1 parent per child .
Tables & balls to be cleaned after each match
Recommending 15 minutes between
Drop‐off/pick‐up recommended where possible to limit No sharing of towels etc
sesession to clean and to ensure registers
people in venue
Chairs in venue to be spaced apart to ensure social
for each session are 100% accurate
distancing

Staff, coaches and all participants maintain 1.5 metres
distance at all times. Seating and tables arranged to
separate persons. Staff will work with coaches and
officials of the sport to ensure distance is observed when
sport activity is planned. All persons to be briefed on
distance and hygiene measures on entry to the venue.
Concourse and player area seating spaced to comply
with distancing requirements. Places where gatherings
are likely to occur to be closed or barriers placed to close
the area. No standing around close to other participants
during or in between any activity in play area (e.g. when
waiting in line) ‐ 30 minutes min. between each
scheduled group activity time to allow for cleaning and
sanitising each area. Staggered schedule of play
illustrated in main document will require 45 min.
between groups. In Tenpin and Indoor sport Covid plan ‐
Floorplan 2 showing other areas operating at the same
time as NFP sport – head count applies for each zone
separated by walls in the venue with social distancing and
all health regulations applying for each zone. Open
entertainment areas to abide by current regulations – if
not separated to sport activity play area, counted in the
head count of the sport area. All centres have entry at
one end of the venue and exits at the other – entry and
exits to zones directly behind each group of lanes
separated by room dividers or simple vacant lanes
between groups. Schedules of Play staggered to avoid
h
d
Spectators
and parents/carers
of juniors will be
discouraged with ‘drop and go’ to be used. Volleyball
spectators do not sit within the playing area and free
space area. If the wider venue has space away from the
court area for parents/carers to be located such as a
mezzanine with its own entrance/exit with appropriate
spacing conditional on contact details to be provided, this
will be managed by the volleyball biosecurity personnel
within approved total sport numbers and collected using
Volleyball ‘Return to play COVID‐19 Safe Plan’
Attendance Register Template.

Training on COVID‐19 infection control to staff and
volunteers responsible for the conduct of training, event
operations or any other relevant activity. Conducted by
the Manager or Bio‐hazard officer in charge of each shift
at the venue.
Participants briefed of appropriate hygiene measures
and that they should not attend if unwell.
Government resources prominently displayed around
venue and at entry points, including handwashing and
personal infection control advice.Sanitising requirements,
including use of sanitising stations prominent.
Sharing of some equipment is permitted (e.g. sanitise
equipment before, during, after sessions) and use of such
equipment to be limited. House balls issued to players as
they enter the facility sanitised and put on turntable ‐
sanitised when group leaves the lanes ready for the next
user. Bowlers asked to leave house balls on turntable
after use. House shoes sanitised prior to and after each
use ‐
Personal hygiene encouraged (e.g. wash hands prior to
and after activities).

Venue entry ‐Separate entry and exit
points will be signed clearly and where
there are more than one group attending
at the same time the schedule of activity
sessions staggered so gatherings outside
the venue can be avoided

Between each session cleaning of fixed equipment such as Player location, spacing & movement will
the net tapes, referee stand and scorer’s table and
be controlled to prevent congregation, via
replacement of useable equipment such as swapping in directional ‘one way’ venue flow plans, if a
cleaned volleyballs for the next match or session as
venue has multiple entry/exits these will
stipulated in Volleyball ‘Return to play COVID‐19 Safe
be utilised, start times will have a 20
Plan’ .
minute differential ‘per court’ to eliminate
congestion at entrance/exit points and
allow for cleaning

Name, session attending, venue
manager/coach to manage this depending on
clubs. Registers to be filed and keep on
record.

Some venues have utilised QR codes to
register all persons coming into the facility ‐
this system used to identify all persons at the
venue including essential support persons
and participants ‐ All venues take details via
bookings with contact details attained at the
time of booking and schedules of sessions
available advertised prior. Each group exiting
when allocated time has expired. Each group
exit time registered by staff when leaving the
venue

Tenpin Bowling has a Covid safe plan for our sport
available in readiness for Stage 2 and Stage 3 compliance
and distributed amongst venues, associations,
committees and members.

For Training details of each participant
recorded by the team coach using Volleyball
‘Return to play COVID‐19 Safe Plan’
Attendance Register Template. For Play this
will be managed by the volleyball biosecurity
personnel and collected using Volleyball
‘Return to play COVID‐19 Safe Plan’
Attendance Register Template.

Volleyball Queensland has drafted a ‘Return to play
COVID‐19 Safe Plan’ for the sport in accord with
Queensland Government health requirements with
guidance from Volleyball Australia & Australian Institute
of Sport/Sport AUS documentation.

